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Professor Mark Smethurst: Geophysicist specialising in national and local scale radon hazard evaluation. I am also a specialist in airborne gamma ray spectrometry with a particular interest in using these data for locating radon contaminated ground and extreme radon contamination sites.  I spent 20 years of my research career living and working in Norway and recently set up the consultancy business Avalonia Geophysics  here in Cornwall. My links with radon research in Norway continue and I am currently guiding a national radon hazard mapping exercise in conjunction with the Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority and the Geological Survey of Norway (equivalent to Public Health England and the British Geological Survey).The problem of where radon is, and where it constitutes a risk to public health, is being tackled by equivalent organisations in the UK and Norway, and we have been in contact about approaches to tackling this problem and we have adopted and further developed UK approaches in Norway. 



Radon  

• Lung cancer 
• SW strongly affected 
• Current mapping 

explains 10% or so of the 
variation in Rn in 
dwellings 

• Evidence for dramatic 
local variations in Rn and 
possible extreme 
exposure sites 
 

Public Health England & BGS 
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RADONIt is well established that long term exposure to radon increases the probability of lung cancer and a huge number of homes in the SW still have unacceptably high levels of radon – with extreme values recorded in some of those dwellings.Radon hazard mapping has already been carried out all over the UK based on indoor measurements where they are available and otherwise on geological inference. This method has proven inefficient in the SW where available digital geology explains a little more than 10% of the observed variation in radon. We know there are very strong local variations in radon in the SW, and that extreme exposure sites are likely to exist, but the current mapping of these is approximate.



Radon  

• TellusSW AGRS – almost direct 
measurement of radon in the 
ground 

• Complete coverage of near 
surface radon 
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RADONTellusSW is a wonderful gift with regard to locating radon in the ground because the Gamma Ray Spectrometry directly detects the decay of Bi-214 in the near surface of the ground, and Bi-214 is one of the short-lived radon-daughters that decay and damage lung tissue. The data set offers a more or less complete coverage of radon in the ground which might be available to enter and become concentrated dwellings.



Radon in Norway 

• AGRS explains more of the observed variation 
in Rn in homes than any other data set 

1. AGRS 
2. Bedrock geology 
3. Drift geology 
4. other  
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RADONOur research in Norway has shown, there, that this data set explains more of the observed variation in radon in homes than any other single data set. This is followed by bedrock geology, then drift geology (we have shown that there is interaction between these two factors), and a series of other factors like topography, hydrogeology...There are methods of combining these factors to produce the best possible control on the locations of radon hazards and this is something that has I have been worked on here in the UK and is the focus of our current activity in Norway.



 

Norway 
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Image of indoor radon measurements draped on terrain deleted



 



Outcome Radon 

• Stronger model for the distribution of radon in 
homes 

• Discovery of extreme exposure sites 
• The effect of mining on radon 
• Impact on human health 
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RADONWhat will be the result of an investigation in terms of Radon – more reliable tool to use in identifying communities where measuring programs are a priority (national and local government) – further promote a consciousness of radon as a hazard that differs from place to place in the community (local residents) – identify extreme exposure sites (all) – explore the possibly dramatic influence of mining and industrial activity on radon contamination and exposure (all)



Arsenic and other toxic metals 

Arsenic, cadmium, lead, tin, copper, manganese, 
zinc, thorium, uranium and radium 

 
• Mining sites, drainage systems and estuaries 
• TellusSW AGRS - Thorium, uranium and radium 
• TellusSW geochemical data 
• Better constraints on location and character of 

contamination 
• Behaviour over time, impact on livestock, crops 

and human health 
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ARSENIC AND OTHER TOXIC METALSIt is well known that former mining-related sites and the deposits in the drainage systems leading from them into estuaries and the sea are variably contaminated with toxic elements like arsenic, cadmium, lead, tin, copper, manganese, zinc, thorium, uranium and radium.Thorium, uranium and radium, like radon, are indirectly mapped by the airborne gamma ray spectrometry. Some of the other contaminants may or may not follow these detected elements, while the TellusSW geochemical data sets plus other data will reveal more.The high concentrations of some of these around where the ores were processed (in calciners), in mining waste heaps and river deposits has been studied, but new TellusSW data sets offer a new opportunity to extend and improve on the existing work where the outcome is expected to be better constraints on the locations and character of the contamination – its behaviour over time – its impact on livestock, crops and human health – strategies for future land management to mitigate the hazards presented by the waste material. There are also potential issues with ongoing contamination from historic mining/industrial sites and work in this area will help develop strategies to reduce further contamination of streams and estuaries.



What is required to achieve this? 

• Data 
– TellusSW data 
– Digital Geology (BGS) 
– Indoor radon measurements (Public Health England) 
– CSM/University of Exeter data sets 
– Other 

• Expertise 
– BGS, CSM, PHE, European Centre for Environment and 

Human Health, Local authorities 
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What is required to do this:DataTellusSW airborne and ground data sets like BGS digital geologyCSM/University of Exeter local data setsPublic Health England indoor radon measurementsLocal authority dataNew dataExpertiseCSM/University of Exeter local knowledgeBGSPublic Health EnglandLocal AuthoritiesEuropean Centre for Environment and Human Health ECEHH
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